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Abstract—Geographic information retrieval (GIR) is developed 
to retrieve geographical information from unstructured text 
(commonly web documents). Previous researches focus on 
applying traditional information retrieval (IR) techniques to 
GIR, such as ranking geographic relevance by vector space 
model (VSM). In many cases, these keyword-based methods can 
not support spatial query very well. For example, searching 
documents on “debris flow took place in Hunan last year”, the 
documents selected in this way may only contain the words 
“debris flow” and “Hunan” rather than refer to “debris flow 
actually occurred in Hunan”. Lack of spatial relations between 
thematic activates (debris flow) and geographic entities (Hunan) 
is the key reason for this problem. In this paper, we present a 
kernel-based approach and apply it in support vector machine 
(SVM) to extract spatial relations from free text for further GIS 
service and spatial reasoning. First, we analyze the characters of 
spatial relation expressions in natural language and there are two 
types of spatial relations: topology and direction. Both of them 
are used to qualitatively describe the relative positions of spatial 
objects to each other. Then we explore the use of dependency tree 
(a dependency tree represents the grammatical dependencies in a 
sentence and it can be generated by syntax parser) to identify 
these spatial relations. We observe that the features required to 
find a relationship between two spatial named entities in the same 
sentence is typically captured by the shortest path between the 
two entities in the dependency tree. Therefore, we construct a 
shortest path dependency kernel for SVM to complete the task. 
The experiment results show that our dependency tree kernel 
achieves significant improvement than previous method. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Many documents (news, blogs, magazines, library files etc.) 
contain geospatial information including place names, 
addresses, postal codes and spatial relations between them. For 
example,  
“…tropical storm Karl, which is currently located about 
155km (95 miles) east of the city of Veracruz, is also 
threatening to …” 
Here, the word “Veracruz” is a city name in Mexico and the 
phrase “155km (95 miles) east of the city of” indicates the 
distance between “Veracruz” and the tropical storm “Karl”. 
Automatically identifying such geospatial information is 
critical to construct digital earth system, especially with the 
rapid growth of amount of digital documents. Geographic 
information retrieval (GIR) is developed for this purpose. 
Previous researches focus on applying traditional information 
retrieval (IR) techniques to GIR, such as indentifying 
geographically-referenced phrases or ranking geographic 
relevance by vector space model (VSM) [1].  
However, in many cases, these keyword-based methods can 
not support spatial query very well. For example, searching 
documents on “debris flow took place in Hunan last year”, the 
documents selected in this way may only contain the words 
“debris flow” and “Hunan” rather than refer to “debris flow 
actually occurred in Hunan”. Finding spatial relations between 
thematic activates (debris flow) and geographic entities (Hunan) 
is the key to figure out this problem. In this paper, we present a 
kernel-based approach and apply it in support vector machine 
(SVM) to extract spatial relations from free text for further GIS 
service and spatial reasoning 
The structure of this article is organized as follows. Section 
2 discusses the spatial relations in natural language text and 
gives detailed definitions for them. The kernel-based method of 
extracting spatial relations is presented in Section 3. Section 4 
illustrates this method with an experiment. Finally, a brief 
evaluation and future work are given in Section 5. 
II. SPATIAL RELATIONS 
Spatial relations described by natural language in document 
usually are qualitative, fuzzy and complicated. “Qualitative” 
means most of the relations belong to “topological” or 
“direction”. “Fuzzy” means the relations are always modified 
by “degree” or “grade” words, e.g. “very”, “almost”, “a little”. 
“Complicated” refers that one sentence may contain more than 
one kind of spatial relation, for example, “…the river which 
crosses the park lies in the east of the city…” shows that the 
relation between “river” and “park” is topologic one and 
another between “river” and “city” is direction one. 
Besides, due to the complication of language, a few words 
themselves imply some kind of spatial relation, e.g. 
“anabranch”. We ignore this situation in our study because 
deep understanding of natural language is still a big challenge 
at present. 
In Geographic information Science (GIS), spatial relation 
usually can be divided into topologic, direction and distance [2, 
3]. In paper, we only consider qualitative relation, i.e. topologic 
and direction. Next, we will detailed discuss them respectively. 
 A. TopologicalRrelations 
The representation of topological relations is one of the 
basic problems in GIS. RCC (Region Connection Calculus) [4] 
and 9-Intersection are the widely accepted models [5] based on 
the theory of point-set topology. Every spatial entity is taken as 
an abstract point, line or region in these models. However, it’s 
not easy to distinguish spatial entity expressions in natural 
language, which is affected by context and people’s cognition. 
Mark [6] conducted an experiment to test how people think 
about spatial relations between lines and regions. He found that 
many spatial relations can be well-represented by particular 
subsets of the 9-intersection and there is no consistent 
language-related differences. According to his work, we divide 
spatial entities into lines and regions (points are the special 
cases of regions at small scale). Therefore, topological relations 
between line and line, line and region, region and region are as 
follows (shown in Table 1). 







Jingguang railway and Xiangqin 
railway cross here 
京广、湘黔铁路交叉于此 
Line, Region 
Chishui river passes through Sicuan 
province 
赤水河流经四川 
Contain Region, Region Tianmushan is in Zhejiang province 天目山位于浙江省境内 
Intersect Line, Line 
Hulan river flows into Songhua 




Han river origins from Micangshan 
in the southwest of Shanxi province 
汉江源自陕西省西南部米仓山 
Region, Region 
Hulunbeier grassland connects 
Daxinganling in the east 
呼伦贝尔草原东连大兴安岭 
 
Note that the relation of “contain” between line and line, 
“overlay” between region and line which exist in 9-Intersection 
model are not listed in Table 1, because there are few 
expressions which describe them directly in natural language. 
We discard them in this paper. 
B. Direction Relations 
Direction is different from topological relation, which 
needs a reference frame to assign direction symbols to an 
ordered pair of objects A and B [7]. If the reference frame 
changes, the direction also changes. There are two types of 
reference frames: 
• A relative reference frame is based on an object’s point 
of view and divides the space into four direction 
regions: front, back, left, and right. For example, 
“…Tiananmen square is in front of Forbidden City… ”. 
• An absolute reference frame usually refers the 
geographic coordinate system defined by the location 
of poles. North, west, east, and south are the four 
cardinal directions in this system. 
In GIS, the relative orientation of geographic objects are 
typically described by cardinal directions [5]. Therefore, we 
only concern direction relations of absolute reference frame in 
this paper and divide it into 8 types, i.e. east, southeast, south 
southwest and so on. The relative directions like “in front”, “on 
the left” are ignored in this paper. 
Let , ,Stype Etar Eref< > denote a spatial relation in 
document, where Stype stands for the spatial relation type, 
Etar is the target spatial entity and Eref is the reference 
spatial entity in this relation. The four types of topological 
relations and direction relations of absolute reference with 
geographic entities involved in are the exact what we want to 
extract from documents. The method will be given in the next 
section. 
III. EXTRACTION METHOD 
A. Related Work on Relation Extraction 
Much research work has been done for extracting relations 
between named entities from documents since the task was 
introduced in Message Understanding Conferences (MUC, a 
series of conferences supported by Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency to promote and evaluate research in 
information extraction, 1987-1998) and Automatic Content 
Extraction (ACE, 1999-2008) program [8]. They usually take 
the relation extraction task as a classification problem and 
resolve it by machine learning approach. So the key to the 
problem is how to measure the similarity between two relation 
instances. 
In traditional machine learning, the set of training instances 
can be represented as 1 2{ , ,..., }nS x x x= , where each instance 
ix  is represented by some d-dimensional feature vector. 
Previous methods [9-11] have explored a number of linguistic 
features, including word, part-of-speech and semantic 
information from WordNet (a large lexical database of English) 
[12] to construct a feature vector and apply it in Max Entropy 
model or SVM model. These feature-based methods have 
achieved certain success. However, the structural information, 
such as syntax parse tree which is considered to be critical to 
the improvement of the performance of relation extraction [13], 
is difficult to be used in these methods.  
Recently, kernel-based methods [13-16] have been devised 
due to their ability of implicitly exploring huge amounts of 
structured features using the original representation of objects. 
In fact, kernel-based methods can be seen as a generalization of 
feature-based algorithms, in which the dot product is replaced 
by a kernel function between two vectors [14]. A kernel 
function K is a mapping : [0, ]K X X× → ∞ from instance 
space X to a similarity score: 
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i i iK x y x y x yφ φ φ φ= = ⋅∑ .   (1) 
Here, ( )i xφ is some feature function over the instance 
x .The kernel function must be symmetric and positive semi-
definite. In this paper, we propose a kernel-based method to 
recognize spatial relation from Chinese documents.  
 B. Dependency Tree 
Let us consider the sentence “呼兰江在呼兰县汇入中俄边
境的松花江”. The syntax parsing system will produce its parse 
tree as shown in Fig. 1. The tree’s leaf is the sentence word, the 
pre-end node is the POS (part-of-speech) of the word and the 
other nodes are the phrase nodes which indicate the structure of 
their children nodes. For example, the parent node of “在” is 
“P”, which means the POS of “在 ” in this sentence is 
preposition and the node with “PP” indicates the word “在” 
and “呼兰县” constitute a prepositional phrase. 
 
Figure 1.  Parse tree of the sentence “呼兰江在呼兰县汇入中俄边境的松花
江” 
We will build a kernel based on dependency tree instead of 
the common parser tree. Dependency tree can be transformed 
from parser tree by replacing the phrase node with modifier-
head structure. That is to say, the children of phrase node will 
be classified into “modifier” and “head” with a directed edge 
connecting them. We manually define the “head” and 
“modifier” for each type of phrase. For example, the “head” 
and “modifier” of the prepositional phrase of “在呼兰县” are 
“在” and “呼兰县” respectively. Fig. 2 shows the sentence’s 
dependency tree. 
C. The Shortest Dependency Path Kernel 
It is critical to design an appropriate kernel K  which 
should be able to capture enough features to distinguish spatial 
relation from others. In this section, we will demonstrate how 
to construct a shortest path dependency kernel for this purpose. 
We assume that the entities involved in the relation are 
mentioned in the same sentence and the relation is independent 
of the text preceding or following the sentence.  
The shortest path between two words in the dependency 
tree refers the path which connects the two words and passes 
minimum other nodes and edges between them. The dashed 
line in Fig. 2 is the shortest path for “呼兰河” and “松花江”. 
The shortest path offers a very condensed representation of 
the information needed to assess their relationship [15]. We can 
see that the spatial relation between “呼兰江” and “松花江” is 
“intersect”. In this sentence, the phrases of “在呼兰县” and 
“中俄边境的” are supplementary information, which are not 
helpful to identify this spatial relation. Therefore, after 
removing this irrelevant content, the sentence becomes “呼兰
河汇入松花江”. This is just the shortest path between the node 
“呼兰河” and “松花江” in dependency tree. 
 
Figure 2.  Denpendency tree of the sentence “呼兰江在呼兰县汇入中俄边
境的松花江” 
Since each spatial relation can be represented by a shortest 
dependency path between spatial entities, we then rebuild a 
parse tree for the shortest path. Therefore, the last question is 
which kernel should be selected. In this paper, we choose 
convolution kernel [16] to calculate the similarity of relation 
pair. The convolution kernel 1 2( , )K T T is defined as the inner 
product between two trees 1T and 2T . In fact, the convolution 
kernel counts the number of common sub-trees as the similarity 
[13]: 
1 1 2 2
1 2 1 2
, ,
( , ) ( , )
n N n N
K T T C n n
∈ ∈
= ∑ .    (2) 
where iN is the set of nodes of tree iT , and 1 2( , )C n n counts 
the common sub-trees rooted at 1n and 2n . Here, 1 2( , )C n n is 
defined recursively as follows: 
• If the productions (here refers the phrase type of the 
node) at 1n and 2n are different, 1 2( , ) 0C n n = ; 
• If the productions at 1n and 2n are the same, and they are 
POS node, 1 2( , )C n n λ= ; 
• Else if productions at 1n and 2n are the same, and they 
are not POS node,  
1( )
1 2 1 2
1
( , ) (1 ( ( , ), ( , )))
cn n
k
C n n C ch n k ch n kλ
=
= +∏ . (3) 
where 1( )cn n is the number of children of 1n , 1( , )ch n k is 
the kth child of node 1n , and (0 1)λ λ< < is the decay factor in 
order to make the kernel value less variable with respect to 
different sub-tree sizes. 
Note that the computation will increase exponentially with 
the size of tree. But this situation is rare in our method, because 
the shortest path has excluded most irrelative context (words) 
from origin parse tree and its length is usually no more than 5 
words. In [15], the similarity of two relations is defined as the 
number of common features generated by word classes in the 
shortest path, but if the lengths of their paths are different, the 
value is 0. Our method overcome this limitation and can 
 
 
 compare two relations no matter their lengths are the same or 
not.  
IV. EXPERIMENT 
We conducted our experiment on the book of “Chinese 
geography” written in Chinese, which is one volume of 
“Encyclopedia of China”. There are about 1,300,000 Chinese 
characters and 1483 terms of geographic entities in this 
document, varies from political geo-entities (e.g. provinces, 
cities) to natural geo-entities (e.g. rivers, lakes, mountains). 
The content which describes these terms is always spatial 
related, e.g. the position of the cradle or the estuary of a river. 
Therefore, the document is suitable for this experiment due to 
the large amount of spatial relations in it. 
A. Experimental Setting 
We pick up top 155 terms as experiment corpus (It is a 
time-consuming job to annotate corpus, the rest terms will be 
processed in the future). Spatial relations in corpus are 
annotated manually one by one, here is an example: 











… … … … … 
呼兰河 NS 1 Intersect E_tar 
在 P -- -- -- 
呼兰县 NS -- -- -- 
汇入 V -- -- -- 
中 N -- -- -- 
俄 N -- -- -- 
边境 N -- -- -- 
的 DEG -- -- -- 
松花江 NS 1 Intersect E_ref 
… … … … … 
 
In this table, “Word” and “POS” are the productions of 
lexical analysis by ICTCLAS. “Spatial Relation ID”, “Spatial 
Relation Type” and “Spatial Entity Role” indicate the ID, type, 
entity role for each spatial relation. There are totally 483 spatial 
relations in our corpus. Table 3 lists the distribution of these 
relations.  
In the lexical analysis process, we take ICTCLAS (Institute 
of Computing Technology, Chinese Lexical Analysis System) 
as Chinese lexical analysis tool, which is one of best 
segmentation systems [17]. To improve precision of place 
name recognition, we utilized a national gazetteer with scale of 
1: 1, 000, 000 (“全国 1:100 万地名库” ) provided by 
National Fundamental Geographic Information System. Most 
commonly used geographic entity names can be found in the 
gazetteer.  
In the syntactic analysis process, Berkeley parser [18], the 
state-of-the-art PCFG (Probabilistic Context Free Grammar) 
parser, is selected to build parser trees.  
Besides, we choose SVM-Light [19] as our classifier. We 
formalize relation extraction as a multi-class classification 
problem and adopt binary classification strategy as follows: 
First, we iterate over all pairs of entities appears in the same 
sentence to generate potential relation instances. Then, we use 
the SVM trained only on instances of one relation type (we 
take the others as negative instances) to classify each potential 
relation. In this experiment, the parameter λ is chosen 0.4 as in 
[13], which means the discount is approximately 60% for 
calculating 1 2( , )C n n . 
TABLE III.  THE DISTRIBUTION OF SPATIAL RELATIONS 
Relation Type Instance Number Percent 
Corss 27 5.6% 
Contain 174 36.0% 
Intersect 36 7.4% 
Touch 54 11.2% 
Direction 192 39.8% 
 
B. Experimental Result and Discussion 
We equally separated the corpus into two parts: 58 terms 
for training set and 57 terms for test set. Table 4 is the result of 
our experiment.  
TABLE IV.  RESULTS OF SPATIAL RELATIONS EXTRACTION BY THE 
SHORTEST DEPENDENCY PATH KERNEL 
Relation Type Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%) 
Corss 72.9 65.6 45.2 
Contain 65.1 68.1 44.7 
Intersect 75.6 70.3 47.9 
Touch 78.4 65.8 46.3 
Direction 58.3 63.6 41.2 
Average 70.1 66.7 45.1 
 










.    (5) 
where COR are the correctly recognized relations, INC are the 
wrong ones and MIS are the missed ones. 













.    (6) 
   β is the argument of weight, in our experiment,  1β = . 
Please note that the final performance of spatial relation 
extraction may greatly affected by lexical analysis errors and 
syntactic parsing errors. In this paper, we ignore this influence. 
Although our average of precision (70.1) and recall (66.7) 
are better than [15] (precision is 65.5, recall is 43.8 in [15], due 
to the definition for F-measure is different, it is incomparable), 
in fact, it is meaningless and unfair to compare them, because 
the language, the lexical and syntactic tool we used are totally 
different. But at least, the result proves that our method may 
potentially overcome previous methods. 
Table 4 also shows that “contain” and “direction” relations 
achieve lowest precision and recall. We find that the expression 
for direction relation is relatively fixed, e.g. “在…中” and “位
于…东面” are the most frequent expressions. However, the 
word “中 ” or “东面 ” will be excluded in our shortest 
dependency path, which decrease the ability of extracting. This 
suggests that our method need to be improved in the future. 
V. CONCLUSION 
The information hold by parse tree is critical for relation 
extraction and the convolution kernel is the most effective way 
to capture these features. In this paper, we propose a shortest 
dependency path kernel for spatial relation extraction. Our 
method can identify the most condensed and important sub-tree, 
which abandon irrelevant information and reduce the 
computation of convolution kernel. The experiment result 
shows the approach is effective and achieves significant 
improvement than previous method. We hope that our study 
can be used in GIR to improve the ability of capturing detailed 
geographic semantic information in the future. 
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